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Be it in India or abroad, you definitely want your honeymoon to be a memorable one. For this you
have to choose a perfect destination, and if you enquire anyone regarding the most romantic
honeymoon destination, the answer will definitely be Paris. There is no comparison of Paris
regarding its fragrance of romance and magical spell. So, Paris Tours are the most sorted after
among newly-wedded couples who want to have a moment of their lifetime which they can
remember for years after. The idea of togetherness is the first priority and preference of all the
honeymoon couples. This place itself is so romantic that it gives ample opportunity for both of them
to know the hidden passion inside each of them and what better way to come to know each other
than Paris travel!

Travel to Paris â€˜the city of lightâ€™ and visit worldâ€™s countless attractions, like the Notre Dame Cathedral,
the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre Palace that are really unique and worth seeing. The idea of taking a
cruise along the Seine River will really give you the opportunity to get acquainted with the beauty of
Paris and at the same time give you enough time to proclaim your deep desire of love to your dear
one. What more can a romantic couple long for- romance in the air, seductive gardens and classical
mythology? The Opera House too is very famous for organizing musical events, so what an idea of
taking your wife to one of these shows that she would definitely love and enjoy.

One â€˜must seeâ€™ monument of Paris is the Basilica of the Sacred Hearts. You will surely find yourself
breathless if you look at the Basilica from below. By Paris travel, the couple will be able to share
exciting new experience as a new team in a special place, quietly together. What better way to end
your honeymoon, by gifting your better half with the worldâ€™s most stylish dresses and perfumes that
she will cherish forever? As Paris tour is the most sorted for its unique fashionable clothing and
boutiques, all the top fashion designers in the world flock here for their elaborate fashion shows and
exhibitions. Paris jewellery is also of world class so those who take a Paris Tour, definitely take
along Paris jewellery and pride themselves. Night spots, cafes, boutiques and the bars are worth
seeing only when the sun goes down so that the exact beauty of this place can be felt.
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